Virtual Disaster Recovery Company
Launches Web Site that Provides PostDisaster Services
KENT, UK – July 14 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — The Memory Deposit Limited is an
online service that offers disaster-recovery services to individuals who wish
to secure the past, whatever the future.
“One of the driving forces for creating the company,” James Green, CEO and
Managing Director, explained, “has been the recent spate of disasters. During
one such incident, a family member was dangerously close to an unfortunate
event and as my family and I watched the results unfold, we came up with an
idea to help lessen stress and open the lines of communication for people
during emergency situations.”
The Memory Deposit is designed to aid people who have been victims of natural
disasters such as hurricane Katrina or other events such as house robberies
and fires, where life and limb remain intact. A repeated theme during these
events is the distress caused by the loss of personal items that insurance
companies cannot replace.
The Memory Deposit’s mission is to “replace the irreplaceable.”
Their services include: A virtual safety deposit box where clients can keep
items such as photos, and scan important documents such as mortgages, leases
and insurance policies; Recovery Data where useful information can be
accessed instantly (i.e., – insurance company phone numbers and credit card
cancellation numbers); all this information can be accessed via telephone.
The third service is an emergency contact list.
“During times of disaster that range from terrorist attacks to natural
destruction, people want to communicate with their loved ones,” Green said.
“With our emergency contact list, people can store phone numbers and names;
staff at our company will distribute messages via e-mail or phone to the
contacts listed.”
The company, formed in October of last year, recently launched their Web
site. Headquartered in Chatham, they also have an office in Blackpool.
Green has worked in various positions during his career that include roles as
an officer in the merchant navy; superintendent/ship manager; sales and
operation management in marine electronics and general management of a marine
electronics company.
“We want to make the lives of people recovering from disaster as easy as
possible and to help them get back on their feet quickly. We also want to
help them secure personal items that are not replaceable.”

For more information, visit: www.thememorydeposit.com.
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